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Tiki-taka or Tiqui-taca ([ËˆtikiËˆtaka]) is a Spanish style of play in football characterised by short passing and
movement, working the ball through various channels, and maintaining possession.The style is primarily
associated with La Liga club Barcelona, especially during the era of manager Pep Guardiola - however
Guardiola distanced himself from the style stating his view that "I loathe ...
Tiki-taka - Wikipedia
At UEFA Euro 2008, Spain won all their games in Group D.Italy were the opponents in the quarter-final
match, which Spain won 4â€“2 on penalties.They then met Russia again in the semi-final, beating them
3â€“0. In the final, Spain defeated Germany 1â€“0, with Fernando Torres scoring the only goal of the game.
This was Spain's first major title since the 1964 European Championship.
Spain national football team - Wikipedia
General. Discipline: sure, being a huge fellow with a large sword that can shout loud is impressive. Sure,
being the maverick hero who doesn't answer to anyone and save the day by going against everyone's
expectations looks cool.
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